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Abstract
The study has been conducted to compare the impact of corporate governance on firm’s financial performance
between USA (Developed Country) and Pakistan (Developing Country). The corporate governance is measured by
Board’s Ownership, Effectiveness, Size and Structure, Its Independency, CEO Duality and Board’s education and
Experience whereas the firm’s financial performance is measure by the Return on Asset and Return on Equity. A
sample of 100 listed companies from Karachi Stock Exchange of Pakistan and New York Stock Exchange of USA
has been investigated to analyze the relationship during the period 01 Jan 2010 to 31 Dec 2015 regarding their
comparative firm’s financial performance in respect of Corporate Governance. The impact of corporate governance
in the 100 listed firms that are taken in the sample from Pakistan and USA were analyzed through collection primary
data by floating the questionnaire physically in Pakistan and online for USA. The internal and external performance
of firm’s for both countries was measured by taking Return on Asset (ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE) as internal
performance measure and Market to Book Value Ratio, of Tobin’s Q and Marris, for measuring the external
performance. From the study it has been found that corporate governance codes are being followed in both
countries but it is better in the developed countries. In Pakistan, due to most family owned business there exists
some conflicts exists between the corporate governance codes drawn by SECP with their already drawn already set
procedure whereas in USA strict Corporate Governance codes are being followed. The variables like Board
ownership, Board Education and Experience, effectiveness and CEO Duality has positive relationship with the firm’s
performance but Board Size has negative correlation. The study also found that there is no relationship between
independency of director with firm’s performance.

Keywords: Corporate governance; Performance; Tobin’s Q; ROA;
ROE

Introduction
After the major scandals of organization giants like Enron and
WorldCom, the attention towards the corporate governance started to
emerge. Concept was corporate governance was there but it was not
implemented to its core due which these types of scandal emerged.
After such scandal, need for corporate governance arises as the
shareholder and management are separate and similarly their interest,
so a moderator was required in order to fulfill this gap and becomes a
bridge between these two. Hence the board of governance was the
ultimate solution for this which not only protects the share of interest
of shareholders but also control the management of the organization.
In early 17th century, the concept of corporate governance doesn’t
exist. This is because in those days, ownership was divided into small
number of people (partnership) who also participate in the operations
of the organization. So they can easily control and safeguard their
interest.
The concept of corporate governance was first highlighted in
academics by Richard Eells in 1960 in his paper “the structure and
functioning of corporate polity” where he reveals how agency cost
effect the firm’s financial resources and how can this be minimized.
Broadly speaking, CG is a relationship between the company’s
board, management, shareholders and other stakeholders. Talking
more specifically and narrow down its concept, a definition given by
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Shleifer and Vishny, corporate governance deals with the ways in which
suppliers of finance to corporations assure themselves of getting a
return on their investment [1].
From the above definition, it is clear that the prime objective of CG
is to protect the interest of shareholders and stakeholders of the
company.
In the developed markets, the concept of corporate governance is
proven by the studies conducted by the regulators against which they
have reported that influenced the importance of corporate governance.
These reports are issued by Cadbury Committee, Green buy
Committee, Hampel Committee and Turnbull Committee. These
reports are benchmark for the rest of the world and they follow these
reports. These reports have become basis for codes for CG for the rest
of the world.
From the above explanation, the importance of corporate
governance is now highlighted. When the interest of stakeholders is
safeguarded, this will also bring positive change in performance of the
organization.
Many empirical study have been conducted which shows the
existence of a relationship between corporate governance and firm’s
financial performance. Talking about developing and developed
market, the definition of corporate governance is different for different
countries. Similarly the effect of corporate governance on firm’s
financial performance also varies from countries to countries.
However, corporate governance is more important for emerging
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markets and less developed market as in developed countries, CG is
being followed strictly.
Many empirical studies have been conducted to investigate a
relationship between corporate governance and a firm’s financial
performance in the world. However, similar studies in the context of
Pakistan are very rare. The concept of corporate governance in the
developed world is not new and it is better implemented and followed
there as compared to the developing countries like Pakistan. There are
some studies made on CG being a comparative study. Major
contribution in this regard given by Dr. ZA Shah, he conducted a
research on a comparative study between Pakistan (Developing
Country) and US (Developed Country) [2]. He investigated corporate
governance with the context of Ownership structure, board size and its
independence, audit committee independence and CEO Duality. He
found a positive relationship between the ownership structure and
capital structure. This means more the involvement of the board in the
management, more the debt size in the capital structure. The
management will be tending to more take more risk in order to gain
more return. His study was done during the period 2002 to 2007.
ZA Shah [2], indicated that corporate governance can be measured
through these elements:
(1) Board’s Ownership
(2) Board Structure
(3) Board Size
(4) Independence of Board
(5) Independence of Audit Committee and
(6) CEO Duality
In addition, a firm’s financial performance is measured by the
return on asset, known as the ROA ratio and return on Equity (ROE)
for measuring the performance of the companies.

Objective
The objective of the study is to investigate how the performance of
the firm is affected by the Corporate Governance and what is the
relationship that exists between the firm’s performance with the
Board’s Structure, Size, Effectiveness, Education, Experience and Dual
position of CEO as CEO of the company as well as the Chairman of the
board. The study is the extension to the work of ZA Shah [2] as it was
limited to period 2005 to 2009 for 100 listed companies of Karachi
Stock Exchange in Pakistan and 1170 listed companies of New York
Stock Exchange in USA. In the current study, the period has been
extended from 2010 to 2015 in order to investigate the results of ZA
Shah as it remains same or not as described in the hypothesis [2].

Significance of the Study
The outcomes of the study will be useful in improving the
understanding of investors regarding the importance of corporate
governance keeping the aspect of Developed and Non Developed
economies. The study contributes in the existing literature for the
readers and researchers. The study has been made comprehensive by
incorporating different aspect of business both from Developing and
Non Developing Countries.
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Plan / Organization of the Study
Section 1 provides the objectives of study and introduces the
research purpose and why Corporate Governance is important in
firms. Section 2 contains the literature review; section 3 explains the
research methodology used in the analysis; section 4 consists of
analysis of data and empirical results. Section 5 endorses the findings
and discussion; study is concluded in section 6 and section 7 provides
the recommendations upon the findings and implication for the
investors.

Hypothesis
Hypothesis relating to each variable relating to the study is given as
under:

Board’s ownership
H1: There is a positive relationship between the Board’s ownership
and Firm’s Financial Performance.
H2: There is a negative relationship between the Board’s ownership
and Firm’s Financial Performance.

Board’s effectiveness
H1: There is a positive relationship between the Board’s effectiveness
and Firm’s Financial Performance.
H2: There is a negative relationship between the Board’s
effectiveness and Firm’s Financial Performance.

Board’s size and structure
H1: There is a positive relationship between the Board’s Size and
Structure and Firm’s Financial Performance.
H2: There is a negative relationship between the Board’s Size and
Structure and Firm’s Financial Performance.

Board’s independence
H1: There is a positive relationship between the Board’s
Independence and Firm’s Financial Performance.
H2: There is a negative relationship between the Board’s
Independence and Firm’s Financial Performance.

CEO duality
H1: There is a positive relationship between the CEO Duality and
Firm’s Financial Performance.
H2: There is a negative relationship between the CEO Duality and
Firm’s Financial Performance.

Board’s education and experience
H1: There is a positive relationship between the Board’s Education
and Experience and Firm’s Financial Performance.
H2: There is a negative relationship between the Board’s Education
and Experience and Firm’s Financial Performance.
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Delimitation of the Study

Board’s ownership

•
The study was delimited 30 listed companies of Karachi Stock
Exchange (KSE) of Pakistan and New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) of
USA.

This aspect is being under discussion for a long time. Several
authors/researcher have given various reasons for differences in board
ownership. Jensen and Murphy revealed that board’s ownership
improves the performance [3]. Brickley et al. has concluded that the
ownership of the board is an encouraging aspect for the board
members [4]. This brings their personal interest in the company’s
matters and they take better decisions which are helpful for other stake
holders. There is a positive relationship between board’s ownership and
firm’s financial performance Mehran [5]. Fama and Jensen declared
this aspect as “two-edged knife” which have maximum and optimal
benefit and enhancement in firm’s financial performance [6].

• Only the companies which have complete required data available
was included in the sample.
•
The study was limited between two countries i.e., Pakistan and
USA only for Developing and Developed Country respectively.

Literature Review
Corporate governance

Effectiveness of the board

The world has faced great failures of many giant firms in the past
decade and major scandals were pointed out which results in these
failures. On thorough investigations of these failures, this has been
revealed that these scandals emerge due to lack of corporate
governance practices. This has shaken the world’s economy and
investors and shareholders have started to go for precautionary
measures which are implementing corporate governance in the firms.
They were forced to acknowledge the fact that corporate governance is
a best cure in this regard which reduces the risk of shareholders so it
requires special attentions for implementing it into the companies.
Hence this aspect has also motivated the researchers to conduct the
research on this topic i.e., corporate governance in order to implement
in that way so that it may increase the performance of the firm.

Corporate governance provides a way as how to deal with the
agency cost and agency problems. In other words, the main objective
of corporate governance is met by dealing with agency problems [7]. It
considers that the objective of management and board are not similar
rather it depends upon how much compensation the management gets
from the board and from the company so that the interest of
shareholders is met. This providing the compensation brings out the
solution for any problem arising between the management and
shareholders and in this way the shareholders gets the confidence on
the management and also management safeguard the interest of
shareholders. The presence of the board reduces the agency cost.

The corporate governance assures the shareholders that they will get
return on their investment. They emphasized as the corporate
governance determines the agency aspect as how shareholders
motivate the managers to give their return to them. Like they pay them
extra bonuses and provide different facilities just to safeguard their
investment and its return.
Evidence from the past studies have revealed that corporate
governance improves the firm’s financial performance either it is in
developed world or under developed country. Study results shows that
those firms where outside directors are present, they show abnormal
return on the investment.
The relationship between the corporate board and firm’s financial
performance and found out that the setting up corporate board rules
leads to the better performance of the company. A study was
conducted with the same objective to create a variable to measure the
corporate governance and found that the board mechanism do impact
on the performance. Some of the studies show that with weak
corporate governance, they also do not perform well. A comparative
study of corporate governance on firm’s financial performance
between US (Developed Country) and Pakistan (Underdeveloped
Country) concluded a positive relationship between them [2].
In the various studies the corporate governance has been measured
through different variables which are Ownership of the board,
effectiveness of the board, board size, independence of directors, and
duality of CEO and education along with experience of the board. In
order to elaborate the importance of each variable, the literature in this
respect is detailed as under:

Board size and structure
As far as the corporate governance is concerned, the structure and
size of the board is most important factor to be considered. The board
size should not be very large that it costs huge financial burden which
is higher than the agency cost nor the board should be too small that it
may lead to the biased decisions or weak decisions. Non-executive
directors takes the efforts and measures in order to ensure that the
organization is running effectively and they monitor the performance
of the management in order to retain the firm’s reputation in the
market. Talking about the board size, two school of thought exists, one
says that smaller board size contribute more and better in the best
interest of the organization, whereas other school of thought is of the
view that large board size provides the better results and it improves
the performance of the organization [8,9]. As it brings out better and
more information from the board members and the decision making is
more effective and well informed, Klein [10], Dalton [11].

Independence of the board
Board’s independency is very important aspect in the corporate
governance as the when the organization’s board is independent they
will take better and unbiased decisions as well as the firm will have less
financial pressure. Those firms which have their board as an
independent they tend to face less financial pressure, Elloumi and
Gueyie [12]. Higher number of independent directors in the board in
the companies can enhance the decision credibility and objectivity.
When there is an independent system exists regarding the board of
directors, there would be a transparency in financial statements and
value. Independency of the board also tends to have better supervision
and protection of shareholders equity increases.
Independent directors also supervise the hierarchy of the
management in a better and unbiased way. If the number of
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independent directors is higher in the board then dependent board
members then the performance of the company enhances.

Duality of CEO

Many analyst uses different techniques for measuring the financial
performance but most of the investors focused on the tool like Return
on Equity and Return on Asset in order to ascertain the financial
performance of the company.

Duality of CEO means that one person is having both
responsibilities in the company i.e., CEO and Chairman of the Board.
This lead to the highly biased decision and monopoly of a single
person arises which tends to have lack of confidence of other board
members and as well as the performance of the company also reduces.
This creates an imbalance of the power within the firm and the
influence of one person in all matters of the organization results in
highly biased and ineffective decisions.
Keeping this aspect of duality, much organization has followed this
point, that they made their CEO and Board’s Chairman, separate and
hence moved from duality to a non-duality structure of the
organization [13]. Duality of the board reduces the supervision and
monitory process on the management of the organization.

Board’s education and experience
The board is the back bone of the organization as it monitors the
operations of the management and similarly protects the interest of the
shareholders. They also evaluate the management and take decision
which is helpful for the organization. It is, therefore, the education
level of the board must be better so that they can inspect the current
situations and take measures and decisions accordingly. The board
must be fully equipped with the knowledge in order to cope up with all
matters of the organization. There is utmost requirement of the board
to contribution is made from each member and this contribution is
then implemented in the enhanced performance of the organization
[14]. Suffient professional competency is better and essential of the
directors for having better decisions.
There is a conflict view on the board’s experience and firm’s
financial performance as those members will have higher experience
who are of old age so at that age the aggression increases and this
results in risky decisions. Also high aged members are not updated
with the latest innovations thus this tends to lack of better decisions for
the organization. Although there remains a conflict over the board’s
experience but a sufficient board experience and updated member can
take better decisions in the best interest of the organization [15].

Performance of a firm
By firm’s financial performance, it is referred to as measure the
efficiency and effectiveness of organization internal as well external
actions/operations. In today’s world, the performance of the
organization is considered as the body of the organization because if
the performance of a firm is well enough only than its growth would be
enhanced. The performance of the firm can be seen from its financial
statements which are reported by the company. A study showed that if
the company is performing well it will support the management for
quality disclosure of their operations. In order to get the growth in the
organization, it needs to be measure as what the organization is
performing currently which will bring out the gap needed to be filled
to attain the objectives of the organization (Figure 1).

Measuring firm’s financial performance
Basically the success of the firm is measured through its
performance which is analysed through different tools and techniques.
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Figure 1: Theoretical framework.

Research Methodology
The objective of the study is to measure the effect of corporate
governance on Firm’s financial performance by making a comparison
of Pakistan (Developing Country) and USA (Developed Country).
Corporate Governance is measure through Board’s Ownership,
Effectiveness, Size and Structure, Its Independency, CEO Duality and
Board’s education and Experience whereas the firm’s financial
performance is measure by the Return on Asset and Return on Equity
for measuring internal performance and Market to Book Ratio (MBR)
for measuring external performance of the organization.

Measuring corporate governance
Instrument used for measuring the corporate governance is the
questionnaire (given at appendix A) containing closed ended questions
asked from Directors, Executives, Managers and Junior Managers of
selected organization to gather the primary data for measuring the
hypothesis of variables of corporate governance.

Measuring firm’s financial performance
The firm’s financial performance is measured through two aspects
i.e., Internal Performance and External Performance.

Measuring firm’s internal financial performance
For measuring the firm’s internal financial performance, accounting
tools were used i.e., Return on Asset and Return on Equity. ROA is the
indicator as what profit the company is earning against its available
resources i.e., Assets and ROE term indicates that how much the
company is earning to the ratio of investment of shareholders. Both
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these indicators brings out the internal performance of the company
and shows the earning aspect of the company.
ROA=â0 + â1Boardsize + â2Board Structure + â3CEO Duality +
â4Board Education + â5Board Experience + â6Board Ownership +
â7Board Effectiveness + åi
ROE=β0 + β 1Boardsize + β 2Board Structure + β 3CEO Duality + β
4Board Education + β 5Board Experience + β 6Board Ownership + β
7Board Effectiveness + β i
Where, â0 and β0 are the constant and åi and βi referred to as
infinite number of variables.

Measuring firm’s external financial performance
Firm’s external financial performance is measure by comparing its
market value of share from its book value of the share. Book value of
the share is determined by dividing total shareholder equity with total
outstanding share. For analyzing Tobin’s Q formula/technique of
measuring Market to Book Value is used in which the book value is
compared from its market value (the price at which the share is being
traded). In order to ascertain the Market to Book Ratio, book value is
divided by market value, gives market to book ratio of the company.
This MBR identifies that either the share is overvalued or it is
undervalued which shows its future direction or movement of the
price.

Population size
The population of the study is categorized as under:
•

All listed companies of Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE)

•

All listed companies of New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

Sample size
The selected sample from the population of the study on the basis of
availability of corporate governance data:
•

30 listed companies of KSE

•
30 Listed companies of NYSE (From the same sector as selected
in KSE)

Instrument
For collecting information regarding the Corporate Governance,
Questionnaire was drafted (Appendix - A). This questionnaire contains
closed ended questions and made simplified for better understanding
of the respondents.

Data collection
Data from Pakistan obtained by physically floating of the
questionnaire in listed companies of Pakistan and for USA, the
questionnaire was floated online (due to non-reachable physically). For
getting information/data related to the financial firm’s performance,
financial reports of 30 listed companies of Karachi Stock Exchange and
30 selected companies of New York Stock Exchange were downloaded
for the period 2010 to 2015 from their official website. Each financial
reports was studied for gathering the information like firm’s total
assets, equity, number of outstanding shares and book value of the
share and compiled in the excel sheet for further analysis. Similarly for
obtaining information about the market value of share, it has been
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obtained from Karachi Stock Exchange and New York Stock Exchange
official website of last closing price as on period December 2010 to
December 2015.

Data Analysis and Results
Questionnaire were floated to 50 respondents both for Pakistan and
USA against which 45 respondents in respect of Pakistan and 33
respondents gave their comments on the online questionnaire in
respect of USA. These responses were then analyzed through excel
sheet which showed the following results.

Analysis of data in respect of Pakistan:
Pakistan being a developing country investigated in the study and
found the data which is analyzed here under:
In the response 33% companies were relating to manufacturing area
and the rest were from service industry which mostly includes the
banking sector. It has been analyzed there is a direct relationship of
Board’s ownership with the corporate governance. Similarly direct
relationship also exists for effectiveness of the board. This means that
those firms who have strong ownership of the board they tend to have
better power on the management. In respect of CEO Duality, mixed
response has been seen the main reason for this is as the same person
holds two positions i.e., he is CEO and Chairman of the board at the
same time, the person tends to take better decision because of
complete interest and have the trust of the shareholders.
Other than the above, corporate governance codes are maintained
only in listed companies but only in those who are not family owned
business or those in which a family has the management control. Those
companies which are owned by family, they tends to follow their own
set procedures when corporate governance codes are conflicting with
their SOPs.

Analysis in respect of USA
Pakistan being a developed country investigated in the study and
found the data which is analyzed here under:
21% companies were from manufacturing, 53% companies from
service industry and 26% were government owned firms from which
respondents responded to the online questionnaire. Being a developed
nation and better understanding and implementation of corporate
governance codes/rules, this listed organization follow strict corporate
governance codes. The entire variable has positive relationship with the
firm’s performance but Board Size has negative correlation. The reason
for this is that if the board size is bigger than it will increase the
conflict of interest and delay in the decision process. In order to
overcome this aspect, then better qualified and experienced board
which contains only the expert relating to all fields of work can take
better and quick decisions as compared to the bigger board. Hence due
to better alignment of firm’s SOPs with Corporate Governance codes
of USA, the performance of the firm’s is better and sustainable.

Conclusion
The study compares/explores the relationship of corporate
governance with firm’s performance between the two countries i.e.,
Pakistan (a developing country) and USA (a developed country).
From the study it has been found that there are some similarities
between the two countries which were used for investigation. However,
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corporate governance codes are being followed in both countries but it
is better in the developed countries. In Pakistan, there are mostly
family owned business in which they have their own set procedures.
When these are in conflict with already drawn CG codes by SECP,
these companies follows their own set procedure whereas in USA strict
CG codes are being followed. The variables like Board ownership,
Board Education and Experience, effectiveness and CEO Duality has
positive relationship with the firm’s performance but Board Size has
negative correlation. The reason for this is that if the board size is
bigger than it will increase the conflict of interest and delay in the
decision process. In order to overcome this aspect, then better qualified
and experienced board which contains only the expert relating to all
fields of work can take better and quick decisions as compared to the
bigger board.
The study also found that there is no relationship between
independency of director with firm’s performance. Hence due to better
alignment of firm’s SOPs with Corporate Governance codes of USA,
the performance of the firm’s is better and sustainable.
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